1. Introduction
This document provides a heuristic evaluation of the Blogware (Blog software) tool Blogger.com

2. Hueristic Evaluation

SECTION 1 – Heuristic Evaluation Details
Site name

Blogger

Name

Thames Valley University MSc Computing
Interaction Design, Dissertation

Home page URL

Kathy Cook
http://www.blogger.com

Expert’s evaluation details (provided by Kathy Cook)
Usability Consultant

Kathy Cook

Name and ID

Kathycook73@hotmail.co.uk

Date and time of heuristic
usability evaluation

May 9th 2010

Location of heuristic usability
evaluation

Reading, UK.

Browser(s) used

Internet Explorer 8
Google Chrome 4.1.249.1064 (45376)
Mozilla Firefox 3.6.3
Safari 4.0.5

Additional comments relating
to usability test

This is a heuristic evaluation of the Blogware Blogger.com
located at www.blogger.com
Main user persona, goals and tasks are attached separately.
Prioritised usability goals for blogware:

•

Utility - high

•

Effective - high

•

Safe - high

•

Learnability - medium

•

Memorability – medium

•

Efficient – medium

Prioritised User experience goals:
High

•

Enjoyable: pleasurable, entertaining, fun, emotionally
fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding, desirable, Motivating:
engaging, exciting, aesthetically pleasing, useful, valuable,
Helpful: supports creativity, enhances sociability

Medium

•

Usable: accessible, findable, credible, proactive

Low

•

Challenging: surprising, cognitively stimulating

Prioritised usability principles:
Tolerance

High

Visibility

High

Feedback

High

Constraints

Low

Consistency

High

Affordance

Medium

SECTION 2 - Heuristics
Category A
Provide an effective home page
A

Provide an effective home page

A1

A1 Ensure intuitive access to main user tasks
Grade
0 usability catastrophe
1 serious usability flaws
2 significant issues
3 minor concerns

9

Overview of heuristic
a) Home page should offer intuitive access to the key
tasks.
b) Appropriate metaphor for navigation from the home
page

4 generally usable

c) Clear cue-card or tab metaphor can prove to be
usable

5 exemplar for usability

d) Image map acceptable? clickable regions clear
e) Terminology relate to user tasks not marketing
speak.

Evidence and comment:
New bloggers

The homepage is the public homepage.
Usability successes

•

Key task for new bloggers: Create blog, or find out more information about Blogger to
decide whether to use it or not.

•

Blogger does offer very intuitive access to this key task with a very large ‘create blog’
button on the public homepage and clear links to find out more information.

•

The public home page is very effective, efficient and has good utility as it offers very
intuitive access to the key tasks, the metaphor for the navigation from the public homepage is a
very large button which is very effective, the image map is clear and the clickable regions are
clear, the big buttons or links:

•

The utility is excellent as the terminology relates very specifically to user tasks,
representations of information are perceptible and recognisable, text is highly legible and
distinguishable to allow someone to read it, font sizes are large and the structure and layout are
simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks.
The efficiency, learnability and memorability of the homepage will also be excellent as the

interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed objects, text
is kept to a minimum and functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decisionmaking.

•

The homepage is very efficient at supporting the key tasks to create a blog and sign-in or
find out more about Blogger.

•
The homepage is very effective at supporting the users with the key goals to create a
blog and sign-in or find out more about Blogger.
•

The homepage provides the right functionality to support users with their goals and tasks
to create a blog, sign-in, or find out more about Blogger.

•

The user experience is very simple – ‘learn more’ motivates users and supports
learnability where they can take a quick tour, watch a video, read comments from other
bloggers and find out about Blogger features. This is good, encourages exploration, discovery
and learning. This will also support a positive user experience.

•
Once you have done the initial steps to create a blog there is a level of navigation which
is not clear from the homepage. This would be unnecessary at the initial homepage for new
starters so the fact this is revealed when it is is appropriate to the task flow and supports users’
goals and they are in the right mode of use. This shows the navigation structure is very focused
on the mode the user is in to support their primary mode, and additional functionality is only
introduced at the point in time when the user will need it, supporting the utility and efficiency of
the site overall.

Usability issues
Minor safety and learnability issues as the design does not encourage exploration through having
multiple means of accessing pages, the homepage does not provide multiple access points to
avoid fear ‘getting lost’ and feel in control, and the homepage does not provide multiple
alternative means of accessing the same pages of information through links in the main body of
the page vs Main navigation and there is no search or sitemap to support exploration and
learnability.
There is secondary navigation in the site which is behind the ‘create a blog’ button, but is not
clear from this homepage how many steps they will have to go through or how simple this will be,
to guide users through ‘sign-up’, ‘name blog’ and ‘choose template’.
This secondary navigation could be visible from the homepage to make it clearer to users what
will be involved. Although their thought process will not require these to complete these tasks until
they select ‘create a blog’ and are in that mode, knowing this before they click ‘create a blog’
would improve the safety and learnability of Blogger.

There is a tertiary navigation on the homepage to information to help users get started and
explore what Blogger contains but this is not enough to aid exploration and discovery of Blogger,
this could be improved and made more visible:

Existing bloggers
Usability successes

•

Key task for existing bloggers are sign-in, write and publish posts and change settings.

The public homepage has very good effectiveness, efficiency and utility to enable the core task
of sign-in.

•

The public homepage provides very clear intuitive access to the key task of signing-in to
Blogger. It is very easy to see how to login from the homepage. Users do not need to “think”

on how to login using Blogger. There is a very clear login field/button and very clear call
to action button to ‘sign in’. The homepage is very efficient as the sign-in box is very
large at the top right of the screen, so the user will very quickly find this, and be able to
use it very quickly, completing this task very quickly. This will also be very learnable
and easy to remember how to use.

Once signed-in, the homepage for existing users is the Dashboard where they manage their blog.

•

The main user tasks are supported by the navigation at the top which just separate out
‘my dashboard’ and ‘account’ for managing a variety of settings, but publishing posts is not
included in this. However although this may impact on efficiency and effectiveness of the
Dashboard homepage, the NEW POST button is quite clear on this dashboard homepage, so
the user will be able to see and start this task relatively quickly. However, the user will still have
to click to go through to another screen to write a post, this could be more efficient.

•

The utility on this screen is good as the image map is clear and the clickable regions are
clear. This is made even clearer by every clickable object being underlined. The right
information is presented at the right time as the terminology relates very specifically to user
tasks. The word ‘Dashboard’ at the top could be confusing for new users who don’t equate this
with being this screen and their homepage when they are signed-in. This will be more confusing
for users who are new to blogging. Other reasons for the homepage being efficient, effective
with good utility are text is kept to a minimum, the pages feel very bare and simple and
Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making, representations of

information are perceptible and recognisable.

•

The Dashboard homepage is very efficient at supporting the key tasks: write post, edit
posts, manage layout/ design and blog settings.

•

The Dashboard homepage is very effective at supporting the users with the key goals to
create a blog, view their blog as readers would see it, express themselves by writing, managing,
editing and deleting posts, and manage blog settings and profile and their personal account
information.

•

The homepage has quite good utility to support core tasks as it has some of the right
functionality to support users with their goals and tasks around to create a blog, view their blog
as readers would see it, express themselves by writing, managing, editing and deleting posts,
and manage blog settings and profile and their personal account information. It includes buttons
and links to enable these tasks to be done.

•

Learnability and memorability will both be excellent as Text is highly legible and
distinguishable to allow someone to read it, font sizes are large and the structure and layout are
very simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks.
This is also because the interface partly relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and
consistently placed objects.

•

The Dashboard meets usability best practice principles very well, with good Tolerance

of users errors and actions, excellent Feedback on users’ actions, good consistency and
affordability (functions do what the user would think they’d do).

Usability issues – areas for improvement

•

Visibilty could be improved of the secondary level navigation which is not visible from the
Dashboard homepage and sight of it would encourage learnability and exploration.

•

To move beyond this Dashboard Homepage you need to follow the links within the
screen, such as, you need to select NEW POST button, which then reveals the next level of
navigation. This is the navigation they would be familiar with from when they created their blog
initially but isn’t accessible from the Dashboard straightaway. It may be more intuitive for users
to have the core tasks they want to do blogging in a main persistent navigation from the
Dashboard instead of just page links, without taking away the page links as having multiple links
would encourage exploration, learnability.

•

The utility and learnability is not as good as it could be as this secondary level of
navigation to support blogging tasks and goals is not clear enough from the homepage. Once
the user has started a main task, such as create new post, then a secondary navigation with a
clear tab metaphor becomes visible.

•

The utility of the Dashboard homepage is not as good as it could be in that it does not
provide the functionality users would expect from a dashboard for monitoring their blog
performance – stats, usage, numbers of users, number of views, where users are coming from,
referring URLs etc are not shown. There is no statistical analysis. This is very surprising given

Blogger is owned by Google who have Goole Analytics and Google WebMaster Tools. This is
mentioned by way of a link at the very bottom of the Dashboard, but it would be better if
functionality from this was integrated into an element of the Blogger Dashboard and it made a
greater priority in the screen.

•

The utility of the Dashboard homepage is not as good as it could be in that it does not
provide the functionality or information users would expect from a Dashboard to include the
‘dials’ or ‘levers’ to help them improve the performance of their Blog, such as creating links
within their blog or creating links to other blogs.

•

The utility of the Dashboard homepage is not as good as it could be in that it does not
help the user to enhance their sociability through blogging – links to Facebook, Twitter, RSS feeds etc.

Given Blogger is owned by Google and Google has so many fantastic tools this is very surprising and I am
surprised there is not much more in the Dashboard from Google Analytics, Google WebMaster Tools
and Google tools such as RSS Reader. These are just links – they could be better integrated into the
dashboard.

•

Memorability will be negatively impacted as users would have to remember that the
above navigation options are only available to them when they select ‘new post’ button on the
homepage.

•
Learnability will be negatively impacted by the fact that the design does not encourage
exploration through having multiple means of accessing pages.
•

Safety will be negatively impacted as users do not have multiple access points they may
fear ‘getting lost’ and not feel in control. For example, it is more intuitive when in the new post
window above to use the Back Button on the Browser to go back to the main Dashboard
navigation than it is to recognise the navigation at the top right which does not stand out enough
to go back to the Dashboard.

•

The homepage is less effective at showing users where they can express themselves
through the design of their blog, find tools to help increase readers/ views, manage comments
and feedback, permissions, what additional features and functionality I can add to my blog to
enhance it and encourage reader interaction, and to understand what stats/ readership they
have had on their blog. These tasks are supported more by the secondary navigation which
users do not see from the homepage.

•
Learnability will be impacted by the fact that there is very little additional information for
users to explore to help them discover how to be better bloggers.
•

There very little information on the Dashboard for users to explore to inspire ideas and
creativity to help them improve their blogging, or any obvious ways for them to make contact
with other Blogger bloggers. There was more on the public homepage, which would be just as
useful to existing users in this Dashboard (‘learn more’ information to motivate users and
supports learnability where they can take a quick tour, watch a video, read comments from
other bloggers and find out about Blogger features.) There is a bottom-of-page navigation to
‘other stuff’ but it is insufficient to meet the user experience goals of these users. To make
Blogger Enjoyable, pleasurable, entertaining, fun, emotionally fulfilling, satisfying, rewarding,
desirable, motivating, engaging, exciting, and supporting users’ creativity there could be a lot
more information in the Dashboard to help users. E.g. Promotion of Best Blogs,

•

The utility is not as good as it could be as the homepage does not have all the right
functionality to support users with expressing themselves through the design of their blog, find
tools to help increase readers/ views, manage comments and feedback, permissions, what
additional features and functionality I can add to my blog to enhance it and encourage reader
interaction, and to understand what stats/ readership they have had on their blog.

•

Learnability will be impacted as users do not have multiple alternative means of
accessing the same pages of information through links in the main body of the page vs Main
navigation.

•

Efficiency and effectiveness will be impacted as there is no search.

•

Efficiency and effectiveness will be impacted as there is no site map.

A

Provide an effective home page

A2

Ensure visual elements do not compromise usability

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors

1 serious usability flaws

b) Key user tasks are not compromised

2 significant issues

c) Visual presentation should focus on the message

3 minor concerns

d) Consider home page composition - crucial areas

4 generally usable

e) Images / graphic simple, uncluttered not overused

5 exemplar for usability

f)

Use of animation – distracting?

Evidence and comment:
Public homepage

Usability successes
Good Efficiency and Effectiveness, learnability and memorability:

•
•

The design of Blogger can be considered minimalist.

The color scheme is uncomplicated, focusing on two colors, blue and orange, with good
contrast between foreground and background, and the pages make effective use of white
space.

•
•
•

The UI does not appear cluttered or busy.
The fonts are generally easy to read.

Icons are kept to a minimum and are only used in editing where they are commonly used
in other applications.

•

The homepage provides an appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors and key
user tasks are not compromised by visual elements.

•
•

Visual presentation focuses on the message.

Home page composition focuses on the crucial areas of creating a new blog and signingin, with the remainder given to providing information to inform new starters.

•
•
•
•

Images and graphics are very simple, uncluttered and are not overused.
There is no animation to distract.
Text is highly legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.
Look is simple so as not to overload users’ thought processes.

•

Text is kept to a minimum.

Overall this means the visual design of Blogger focuses users on their key tasks and goals and
only adds colour e.g. blue button, to support a call to action to make the homepage even more
efficient and effective. The visual design does not in any way get in the way of the utility of the
Homepage.
Usability issues
There are no usability issues with how the visual elements work to provide an effective
homepage.
Dashboard homepage for signed-in users
Usability successes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual presentation does focus on the message of this being a dashboard.
Images and graphics are very simple, uncluttered and are not overused.
There is no animation to distract.
Text is highly legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.
Look is simple so as not to overload users’ thought processes.
Text is kept to a minimum.

The screen is clearly a Dashboard in it’s screen layout, so will suggest to users a central
location for managing their blogging.
Overall this means the Dashboard Homepage for signed-in users has good efficiency,
effectiveness and utility supported by the visual presentation.
Usability issues – areas for improvement

•

The user experience goals of the Dashboard Homepage are impacted by the visual
design which is quite flat using very muted sludgy colours – it is not as engaging, motivating, or
entertaining as it could be. The look and feel is very simple – which focuses the user on core
tasks and supports the effectiveness and efficiency – but also impacts on the user experience
and any emotional response or perception users may have using this. To make blogger more
enjoyable there could be a richer visual design which doesn’t detract from the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Dashboard but makes it more engaging.

•

The effectiveness and efficiency of this homepage may be impacted by the fact a
Dashboard metaphor may be a confusing visual presentation to a new starter whose main goals
are just about publishing their photos, posts, content etc. The effectiveness of this visual
presentation will depend on the lifecyle of the user.

•

Key user tasks may be compromised by the fact there is no visual presentation in a
persistent navigation from this screen to do core tasks. This is especially the case when a user
has only one blog to manage, the visual presentation on this page may make more sense if the
user had multiple blogs or if there was more features and information on this screen to help
them manage their blog performance. This screen visual design will make more sense to users
who have been using Blogger for longer and are managing multiple blogs and are more mature
in their blogging lifecycle than new starters.

•
This would be improved by showing the key tasks as a navigation system which users
would then follow whenever using the tool.
•

Home page composition does not focus on the key area of creating a new post, the eye
is drawn initially to an advert from blogger in green across the top.

Category B Match structure with user needs
B

Match structure with user needs

B1

Ensure decomposition of tasks evident in site structure

9

Grade
0 usability catastrophe
1 serious usability flaws
2 significant issues
3 minor concerns

9

4 generally usable

Overview of heuristic
a) Structure should match a well-defined task
specification
b) User tasks, after leaving the home page, natural /
intuitive
c) Natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user
tasks

5 exemplar for usability
Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Effectiveness, utility and efficiency

•

The structure matches a well-defined task specification – meaning excellent effectiveness
and efficiency.

•
User tasks, after leaving the home page are natural / intuitive meaning very good
effectiveness.
•

There is a natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks. The focus is on create
a blog, view their blog as readers would see it, express themselves by creating, writing,
managing, editing and deleting posts, changing the layout of the blog, manage blog settings and
profile and their personal account information. These are shown as primary tasks and are
accessible by links from the homepage dashboard. This supports the effectiveness.

•

The secondary hierarchy are sub-tasks within these, which are managing detailed
aspects of the design look and feel of their blog, find tools to help increase readers/ views,
manage comments and feedback, permissions, formatting, additional features and functionality
to add to their blog to enhance it and encourage reader interaction, creating feeds and links,
and to understand what stats/ readership they have had on their blog.

•

These tasks are supported by the secondary navigation which users do not see from the
homepage/ dashboard but they see as and when they navigate to the relevant page.Therefore
there is a clear natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks with the navigation and
page structures.

•

Learnability, efficiency and memorability will be good as representations of information
are perceptible and recognisable, text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it,
structure and layout are very simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated
procedures to do tasks, there is very little cognitive effort required by users and the interface
relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed objects. Text is kept
to a minimum,functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making.

•

Safety will be good as the user can partially retrace their steps easily back through the
structure and there is overall excellent consistency so users will know where they are.

Usability issues – areas for improvement

•

Visibility of the second level of navigation could be improved from the Dashboard which
would improve learnability, utility and effectiveness.

•

Safety and learnability - The design partially encourages exploration through having
multiple means of accessing pages, so is it easier to learn, but this could be better. For instance
for key tasks for creating new posts, editing posts, managing their profile and changing the
layout, they can access the functionality to do these tasks from the main links on the Dashboard
and from the secondary navigation tabs. However, this is the limit of multiple access to the
same pages.

•

The utility could be better as the navigation could be better at describing the hierarchical
decomposition of all key user tasks as the secondary navigation is not visible from the
Dashboard homepage. This means the users’ cognitive effort is focused on the core primary
tasks, but the lack of visibility will mean this is harder to find/ learn and remember how to use.

•
The effectiveness and efficiency could be better as the overall navigation structure could
be better.
•
The safety could be better as the user can only partially retrace their steps easily back
through the structure, however when users are presented with a Dashboard, take a link such as
Create New Post, and then are presented with the new secondary navigation, this is confusing,
and the link back to the Dashboard homepage is very small at the top – easy to miss. Users
may feel inclined to use the back button on their browser to get back to the Dashboard.

B

Match structure with user needs

B2

Design a simple state space

Areas for Improvement
9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Fewer user actions per task the better.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy

2 significant issues

c) Manage long pages effectively – not too long – use of
hypertext navigation - structuring

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
9

5

exemplar for
usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Efficiency

•

The user is not having to take many actions to complete a task from the homepage,
especially for key main tasks, such as post a new post – they have one click to get to the post
writing screen.

•
•
•

Pages are managed very effectively – not too long
There is a lot of use of hypertext navigation to aid structuring

Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it, look is simple so as not to
overload users’ thought processes.

•

Text is kept to a minimum

All of this increases the efficiency of the site, making it very efficient to use.
Usability issues – areas for improvement

•

There is a secondary level of navigation/ menu/ page hierarchy around secondary tasks,
so there could be greater breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy.

However overall one of the main benefits and plus points of the user experience of Blogger is that
it has been very successful at creating a simple state, which makes it a very efficient site. This
very strong benefit means they have sacrificed other elements of the user experience, especially
around the User Experience Goals of fun, excitement, sparking their creativity and sociability etc
– but will mean blogging is simple albeit a bit uninspiring and dull. For new bloggers who are
perhaps feeling a bit nervous about blogging and publishing their content on the Internet, Blogger
will be very supportive of their key goals and tasks and feel a very safe place and will get them
publishing and posting to their blog very efficiently. The main concern is as they develop their
blogging skills and grow in confidence the user experience may not be rich enough to hold them,
and at which point they may switch to another blogging tool which provides a richer albeit more
complex experience.

Category C

C

Provide usable e-functions

C1

Visible System Status

9

Grade
0 usability catastrophe

a) Is it clear to the user what is going on?

1 serious usability flaws

b) Is appropriate feedback provided in reasonable
time?

2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
9

Overview of heuristic

c)

Form design – is data required clear to user?

d)

Are actions performed consistently?

5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Safety – this contributes to very good Safety of Blogger and users feeling confident and in
control of their blogging activity:

•
•
•

When publishing a post there is good feedback telling the current status of posting.
It is very clear to the user what is going on at all stages.

Appropriate feedback is always given at all stages as soon as the user completes
something.

•
•

It is very clear which form fields are active.
The Edit Posts page clearly shows which posts are draft, published, and when.

•

In Google Chrome this is improved by a coloured highlight around input fields of
active fields:

• In Safari this is also improved by highlighting of the input field around the active field:

•

•

When posting a new post there is a very clear confirmation screen:

When changing details there is a clear on-screen message to say details have been
changed/ saved successfully.

•
•
•
•
•

The data required is always clear, although this could be clearer with in-box prompts.
Actions are performed consistently
Representations of information are perceptible and recognisable.
The text is always legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.

Structure and layout is very simple so as not to overload users’ memories with
complicated procedures to do tasks

•

The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently
placed objects.

•
•
•

Text is kept to a minimum
Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making
Auto-saving of new posts is fairly visible but has some issues.

Usability issues – areas for improvement

•
•

•

Autosave is great – but the utility of this feature could be improved:
Autosave happens so quickly that the user may not see the ‘save now’ button visibly
change to make the ‘draft autosaved’ version. The blue button momentarily changes to
grey and the wording says ‘saving’. This may not be clear enough to the user, especially
if they have a lot of toolbars in their browser this part of the screen is at the bottom and
may not be visible at all without a scroll.
Without exploring screens it is not clear from the Dashboard what information the user
still has to complete or steps they need to do, or data to provide, so a ‘progress’ on
partially completed tasks or information would be ideal, with something to indicate if they
have done everything they possibly could but then be reminded if something may need to
be updated or checked.

•
•
•
•
•

Users do not have much idea of how much of the process is done.
It was not clear enough when writing a new post that the system would auto-save and
was auto-saving as I typed.
Posts that are created/ written are auto-saved – the blue SAVE NOW button changes to
grey and says AUTO SAVE while it does this which is very clear but this was something
the user would easily miss as it fell below the page line and could only be seen from
scrolling.
As you continue to write it continues to auto-save and it tells me 'draft autosaved at 19.30'
so this is very visible.
If you return to draft posts to edit them you may expect from this that edits to drafts will
also be autosaved but this then appears to be a manual process, but there is nothing
visible to warn you about this.

C

Provide usable e-functions

C2

Does it give the user control and freedom?

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

e) Is it easy to make serious errors?

1 serious usability flaws

f)

2 significant issues

g) Can the users escape from places they don’t’
expectant to find themselves?

3 minor concerns

Collect the minimum amount of data

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability
Evidence and comment:
Usability successes

Safety and learnability – the following will contribute to very successful Safety in the Blogger
interface and make the blogging tool easy and quick to learn how to use:

•
The Blogger interface for posting to the blog gives the user a high degree of control and
freedom.
•

During the composing phase the user can choose between writing in a format that is
similar to a word document or writing the blog in “Edit HTML” mode if they are use to such
control.

•
•
•

Users can change the HTML code in your templates to customize your blog.
Posting is straightforward enough for beginners.

Experienced users can manipulate the template’s HTML code to personalize their blog if
they want.

•
The design tools in Blogger are good. Users can access opensource blogs, import blog
templates or just use a simple pre–built template with Blogger.. Additionally, since Blogger is so
preferred there are countless free opensource templates available from other sites, so your
template choices are endless.
•

The user can change the page layout

•
•

It is easy to insert images

The user can add ‘gadgets’ or additional functionality to their blog to improve the user
experience and make it more engaging.

•

The user can easily select and preview what a new layout template would look like from a
choice of design options.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Users can change image size with your photo editor and import any size you want.
Users can import images from a URL or from a file.
The text box is easy to use and has an HTML mode;
Preview
Spell check.
You can insert images as well as links and they have a block quote tool and a choice of

fonts.

•

Users also have the ability to select how many posts are viewed on the edit posts page,
or posts that are dated in the future.

•
•
•

It permits the user to manually set the time and date, even into the future.
It is not easy to make any serious errors.

When writing new posts the auto-save function prevents the biggest issue/ fear of an
author losing work they have written in a post.

•
•
•
•
•

Users can control comments, links, and interactions happening within their blog.
Users can control permissions of who can contribute to their blog and to what extent.
Users can change the fonts and colours and layouts and add pages to their blog.
Users can choose from pre-formatted templates.

Users have the freedom and control over their blog look and feel through using a
selection of templates or creating a blog design from scratch using HTML. It is implied that
users can also upload their own design template from their desktop.

•

It is very easy to provide the minimum amount of data, although this could be improved
with a ‘status or progress’ as indicated earlier on what else they could add/ do/ update.

•

Users can escape from places they don’t’ expectant to find themselves by using the
navigation tabs or select ‘Dashboard’

•
•

Users can’t really make any serious errors in this.

Data input asks for as little input by users in balance of the benefit they get from
achieving their goal, and where users are required to provide additional information this is in the
secondary level of navigation/ information hierarchy.

•
•
•

There is a great deal of consistency which will contribute to users feeling in control.
Users will feel in control of this rather than it controlling them.

The simplicity and ‘simple space’ and clear visibility of system status and navigation all
contribute to the user feeling in control.

•

Is it hard for users to get lost using this.

Usability issues

•

•
•

Quite significant issue: Poor utility of linking functionality/ features - To add links is not
straightforward – this is quite a big issue for blogs and bloggers. New Starter bloggers may
not appreciate how this poor utility in Blogger will undermine their blogging effectiveness, but
in time they will learn how important linking is for a blog’s performance and this could be a
key reason for bloggers being motivated to switch to other tools.
Quite significant issue: poor utility and features for managing blog performance and stats.
Users freedom to explore is limited by the navigation not being persistent from the homepage
and there not being multiple links to the same pages.

The following are minor concerns but these will have an impact on the overall User Experience
goals of the user who expects blogging to be Enjoyable, Motivating and supports creativity,
enhances sociability:

•

Users can’t change the design/ look and feel of individual posts – every post will look the

same.

•
•

The utility, effectiveness and efficiency of editing background colors, change borders etc
requires some iteration.
WYSIWYG –The editing tool’s “Preview” does not offer true WYSIWYG (“what you see is
what you get”). It does not fully render a post with the formatting it would have on the actual
blog. Preview:

Vs actual:

•

There are only 16 pre-formatted templates available for the user to choose from, so
unless they know html they will have little scope to choose a template not many other people
have to express themselves. This will not feel too restrictive to new starters but could be
another reason for users wanting to switch to another blogging tool in time.

•
•

It is not clear that users can change/ do their own CCS style sheets using this.
There are only a few preset sizes for images uploaded.

C

Provide usable e-functions

C3

Does it offer effective error management?

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe
1 serious usability flaws
2 significant issues
3 minor concerns

h) Error detection - suitable field lengths, additional
user-check after submission
i)

Error correction - error messages in plain language,
precisely indicate the problem, and constructively
suggest a solution

4 generally usable
9

5

exemplar for
usability

Evidence and comment
Usability successes
Very strong safety – users will feel in control and feel that any possible errors they are afraid of
making are proactively prevented by Blogger due to the excellent error management in Blogger.
Blogger scores highest on this. There are no found usability issues or recommendations for
improvements for Blogger’s error management and it is a big contributing factor to why Blogger
will feel so safe to users to use and why they will feel so confident using it. This will create a very
positive first impression and give such a high level of confidence it will encourage users to repeat
tasks, add more content and continue blogging/ using Blogger.
Error management in Blogger is due to excellent usability principles being followed. It has a very
high Tolerance of users’ errors – it is very forgiving. There is a very high level of visibility of what
they have done and when there is an error that needs to be corrected. The fantastic error
feedback provided supports this. The error management is consistent, so users learn it very
quickly, so they will quickly feel reassured and safe using Blogger. The functionality within the
system has a very high level of affordance - for instance links are all very clear, buttons are all
very clear and all afford the actions the user would expect.

•
•

Error management is excellent

Blogger generally gives the user a great deal of control so that content can be edited,
formatted and previewed without work getting lost.

•

Error management is a critical success factor with this tool due to it all being about
creating content to publish to the Internet so the whole application is a series of forms and
functionality for the user to create, edit, change, delete their own content. For them to feel this
process is safe, and they are control, is vital, and error management is a key part of this.

•
•

Messages are highly visible.
This will contribute to the SAFETY of the tool.

Error prevention

•

Error prevention is also done through the user being able to preview all changes they
have made and content they have added. To detect or prevent errors there is always an
additional user-check after submission of information so users can see what they have
submitted and if necessary make changes to correct what they have done – in Preview for
example, or within the form they have completed.

•

When the user tries to navigate away from the post entry page, the application warns the
user that work will be lost if the user proceeds to the destination. The message is

straightforward, is not unfriendly, and presents clear alternatives to the user. During the
composing of a new post, or making changes, if the user selects a different tab such as
“Posting” they are prompted to discard the post if they wish to continue.

•

Error detection

•
•
•

This is very clear.
Aided by suitable field lengths.

There is always an additional user-check after submission of information so users can
see what they have submitted and if necessary make changes to correct what they have done.

•

This is especially clear in form fields which support key tasks such as writing a post and
for changing the layout.

There are also error-detection functions in the utility of the site, such as Spell Check so users can
check for spelling errors before publishing posts.

Error correction

•
There is also very clear error correction - error messages are in plain language, precisely
indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution. It is very obvious if there has been
an error on a form from the flag across the top of the page and then if you scroll down another
message next to the field on the form where the error has occurred.
•

Spell check error correction is very intuitive – red errors turn green:

.

Category D Make the site user-centred

D

Is the site user-centred?

D1

Take account of human limitations

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Design for recognition rather than recall – default values.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Design for short-term memory.

2 significant issues

c) Feedback within reasonable time.

3 minor concerns

d) Support for a strong sense of structure and place

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
The following will all contribute to a high level of efficiency and learnability as using Blogger will
feel quick, easy and won’t require much cognitive effort by the user:

•

•

The design is for recognition rather than recall.
o Blogger tends to consistently permit users to identify actions by recognition rather than
recall.
o The user’s primary task is writing posts – they can recognise this from the outset.
o The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
objects.
o The language, naming and labelling of menus, tabs, and links relevant to the user so that
they will recognise them during tasks.
o Representations of information are perceptible and recognisable.
o Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it.
o Very good memorability and learnability.
o It uses words for actions and commands, to remove one level of recognition (that
o would be needed if, for instance, icons were used for tabs and buttons instead of words
so that the user would have to learn and remember what each icon meant).
o There is very little cognitive overload so the design is for short-term memory.
o Feedback happens very quickly – confirmation of actions such as posts submitted.
o The user gets feedback on the screen.
o Text is kept to a minimum.
o Functions simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making
o The structure and layout simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated
procedures to do tasks.
o The cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be minimal.
o Minimal information keeps users focused on the core tasks.
o The site is highly effective, efficient with excellent utility.
o Metaphors - The Blogger interface does not use an overarching metaphor for its
application. Tabs may be thought of as file-folder tabs, but they are used so commonly
for navigation they are almost conventions, and users may not necessarily make the
connection with file-folder tabs anymore. Most of the UI features fairly common software
interface form elements, which are not necessarily tied to metaphors paralleling the real,
physical world. This will reduce cognitive overload.
o The interface uses icons, however, in its editing toolbar, most of which are intuitive and
reflect similar usage in other applications. This will reduce cognitive overload.
Support for a strong sense of structure and place
o Navigation is clear, horizontal, consistent, and almost constant which is always there.

o

•

The structure is shallow so doesn’t make the user go too far into ‘dead-ends’ or ‘cul-desacs’ with minimal clicks, so they don’t have to remember where they’ve been.

Lack of knowledge: Users are not expected to have any prior knowledge of web design,
publishing, or technical html or css to use this tool.

Usability issues – areas for improvement

•
•

•
•

The order of procedures that are used to complete the posting of a post, having to recall
understanding of the process instead of recognition of the explicit order of procedures –
this could be easier with a breadcrumb trail or process being made more visual.
The secondary level of navigation does not start from the Dashboard homepage, so
when users are in Posting page, or the others, they may not easily recall how to get back
to the Homepage, or recognise the link at the top as it doesn’t stand out. A user had to
get to the posting screen from the homepage and can't easily remember what I had to
select to get here it was a blue button.
Users may lose the Dashboard and not know how to get back to it as the Dashboard link
at the top is not what they may associate with their homepage.
The design does not encourage exploration through having multiple means of accessing
pages, so is easier to learn.

D

Is the site user-centred?

D2

Does it match language with target client group needs?

9

Grade

9

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Speak the users' language

1 serious usability flaws

b) Avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed

2 significant issues

c) Text should be concise - ‘say more with less’.

3 minor concerns

e) Effective headings / sections text structure

4 generally usable

f) Lists should be presented as vertical columns

5 exemplar for usability

g) Fonts and font sizes

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Effectiveness and utility – Blogger is highly effective as a blogging tool matching language with
the target users’ needs:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The site speaks the users' language
The site avoids information that is irrelevant or rarely needed
Text is concise - ‘says more with less’.
There are very effective headings / sections text structure with labels that would make
sense to users.
Fonts are highly legible and large sizes
The site speaks users’ language
Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it
Sections are structured logically based on users’ goals
The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
objects
The cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be low.

Usability issues: Areas for improvement
There are very few minor issues which may only impact on Beginner Bloggers, overall the match
of language in Blogger to the users’ needs is exemplary.

•

•

On the “Dashboard” page, there is a button called “Create a Blog” and a button called “New
Post.” This wording depends on the user understanding the difference between a blog and an
individual post within a blog. This will be absolutely fine for most users but for beginner
bloggers may cause some confusion.
It is unusual for font sizes not to be shown and instead the user to just go ‘smaller’ or ‘larger’

•
•

‘Dashboard’ may not fit with beginner blogger users’ language as = homepage but is
something after first use they would learn.
‘Publishing’ may not fit with beginner blogger users’ language as = domain name/ url/
website/ blog address

Category E

E

Enable easy navigation

E1

Does it make navigation efficient and effective?

9

Grade

9

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Navigation should be both effective and efficient.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Textual context informative – graphic links usable

2 significant issues

c) Persistent link to home page and key pages

3 minor concerns

d) Number and positioning of links on page

4 generally usable

e) Consistency - links and page titles

5 exemplar for usability

f) Page length is an associated issue here

Evidence and comment:
Utility, effectiveness and efficiency – the utility of the navigation in Blogger could be better if it is
was more visible to users from the Dashboard homepage. However this compromise is due to
focusing users on the core primary tasks such as New Post. When the navigation to main tasks is
made visible this is shallow, efficient and very effective navigation.
Usability successes
•

The embedded links in the Dashboard start the users’ navigation through primary tasks
and then at the next level changes to a tab system and the labelling is consistent/
persistent although the tab metaphor is not.

•

This gives the user some access to the main navigation which is then pervasive
throughout tasks.

•

Navigation is persistent once users are beyond the Dashboard.

•

Navigation is efficient and effective once users are beyond the dashboard.

•

The main links in the dashboard do provide users navigation to core primary tasks. The
navigation is shallow and supports minimal clicks.

•

The tertiary level of navigation for each section is also efficient.

•

The use of wording instead of icons in the navigation is also efficient and effective.

•

Textual context is informative and graphic links are usable

•

There is a persistent link to home page (Dashboard) and key pages on every page.

•

There are minimal links on page but they are not positioned as clearly as perhaps they
could be to be clearly the main navigation into tasks.

•

There is a good level of consistency - links and page titles

•

Page length is very short – users will not have to do much scrolling.

•

Can users very easily find ways to access the information they are looking for.

•

Links are clearly perceptible and recognisable – blue and underlined.

•

Text is very legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it

•

Despite the lack of a persistent navigation from the Dashboard homepage the structure of
the navigation is simple, focuses users on core primary tasks and so will not to overload
users’ memories with complicated procedures to do tasks.

•

The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
links.

•

Text is kept to a minimum.

•

Overall the cognitive effort required by the user to complete tasks will be reduced but
could better due to the issues highlighted below.

Usability issues - Areas for improvement
•

There is not a main navigation across the top of the homepage (Dashboard) which is
consistent throughout the site.

•

Navigation is not persistent from the homepage – it starts with the Dashboard where the
embedded links start the users’ navigation through primary tasks and then at the next
level changes to a tab system.

•

The user may be confused the Dashboard is the homepage and the key pages from the
Dashboard are the blue underlined links.

•

Navigation functions are to the Dashboard are not memorable to support rapid decision-

making – users may lose the Dashboard.
•

For the user to get back to their Dashboard it’s not very visible for them to follow the link
at the top right.

•

Safety and learnability will be impacted as the design does not encourage exploration
through it’s navigation by having multiple means of accessing pages.

Category F Support the user

F

Support the user

F1

Does it Facilitate learning?

Tick

Grade
0 usability catastrophe

a)

Internet platform conventions

1 serious usability flaws

b)

Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text

c)

Support user control and freedom.

d)

Support undo and redo

2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
9

Overview of heuristic

5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
Blogger is exemplary for learnability, which will make it a very easy to use tool for all users but
especially beginner bloggers who won’t have any previous experience/ learning from other
blogging tools, so will not understand any blogging tool conventions, all of their experience and
learning will have come from the Internet or offline.
The following support Usability Goals of Learnability and memorability in Blogger:

•
•
•
•
•

There is a very high level of Tolerance in Blogger giving users control.
There is also a very good level of consistency with buttons, text etc, so users learn quickly
and remember how to do something.
There is also a very high level of affordance – objects you expect to be able to click are
clickable for example.
Makes uses of standard Internet platform conventions.
Same user experience across Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Google Chrome with
some slight enhancements around active fields on the latter.

•

Very good Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text

•

Supports user control and freedom – as described in previous section.

•

Supports preview, undo, redo, edit, delete.

•

Supports create new.

•

Supports draft vs publish and version control.

•

Very easy to learn how to use, not much that’s going to hinder learning.

•

Representations of information perceptible and recognisable so will be easier to learn.

•

Text is legible and distinguishable to allow someone to read it so will be easier to learn.

•
•
•
•

The structure and layout are simple so as not to overload users’ memories with complicated
procedures to do tasks, so will be easier to learn.
The interface relies on recognition rather than recall with menus and consistently placed
objects.
Text is kept to a minimum.
Functions are simple and memorable to support rapid decision-making which will also be
easier to learn.

Usability issues/ areas for improvement
•

The design could be better at encouraging exploration through having multiple means of
accessing pages, so is easier to learn.

•

For beginner bloggers the dashboard homepage may be confusing.

F

Support the user

F2

Provide quality help and documentation

9

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Easy to search help system

1 serious usability flaws

b) focused on the user's tasks

2 significant issues

c) Provide some form of contextual help - links from the
main sections into specific help and vice versa.

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

Evidence and comment:
Usability successes
The following support Safety and Learnability usability goals in Blogger:

•
•

Help is provided throughout the interface with a “Help” link at the top of all pages.
Help is a Google website, so includes more documentation than most free blog services; they
have FAQs, tutorials, user forums and a searchable knowledgebase.

Usability issues – areas for improvement
The following will negatively impact on safety and learnability usability goals in Blogger:

•
•
•

Help is the Google website. Users have to search from a blank start, it does not recognise
where help was launched from in the Blogger application.
Help is not contextualised - There is no built-ion help in the body of pages next to the
functions where users may just need help for that specific function/ item.
The visibility of help is poor – there is just a small link top right. Users may expect this, but the
lack of contextualised help reduces visibility and users’ ability to find and access Help pages.

SECTION 3 – Individual usability issues

Please add below individual usability issues that are not already addressed in the
heuristics . Add extra rows to the table if necessary.

n/a
Issue
Other main users

Comment
n/a

3. Summary of Hueristic Evaluation
A

Provide an effective home page

A1

A1 Ensure intuitive access to main user tasks

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Home page should offer intuitive access to the key tasks.

1 serious usability flaws

Appropriate metaphor for navigation from the home page

2 significant issues

Clear cue-card or tab metaphor can prove to be usable

3 minor concerns

Image map acceptable? clickable regions clear

4 generally usable

e)Terminology relate to user tasks not marketing speak.

5 exemplar for usability
A

Provide an effective home page

A2

Ensure visual elements do not compromise usability

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Appropriate mix of visual attractors and distractors

1 serious usability flaws

Key user tasks are not compromised

2 significant issues

Visual presentation should focus on the message

3 minor concerns

Consider home page composition - crucial areas

4 generally usable

Images / graphic simple, uncluttered not overused

5 exemplar for usability

f) Use of animation – distracting?

B

Match structure with user needs

B1

Ensure decomposition of tasks evident in site structure

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Structure should match a well-defined task specification

1 serious usability flaws

User tasks, after leaving the home page, natural / intuitive

2 significant issues

c) Natural hierarchical decomposition of all key user tasks

3 minor concerns

9

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability
B

Match structure with user needs

B2

Design a simple state space

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Fewer user actions per task the better.

1 serious usability flaws

Breadth rather than depth in menu/page hierarchy

2 significant issues

c) Manage long pages effectively – not too long – use of hypertext navigation
- structuring

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
C

Provide usable e-functions

C1
Tick

Visible System Status
Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Is it clear to the user what is going on?

1 serious usability flaws

Is appropriate feedback provided in reasonable time?

2 significant issues

Form design – is data required clear to user?

3 minor concerns

d) Are actions performed consistently?

4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
C

Provide usable e-functions

C2

Does it give the user control and freedom?

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Is it easy to make serious errors?

1 serious usability flaws

b) Collect the minimum amount of data

2 significant issues

c) Can the users escape from places they don’t’ expectant to find
themselves?

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability
C

Provide usable e-functions

C3

Does it offer effective error management?

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Error detection - suitable field lengths, additional user-check after submission

1 serious usability flaws

b) Error correction - error messages in plain language, precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively suggest a solution

2 significant issues
3 minor concerns
4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
D

Is the site user-centred?

D1

Take account of human limitations

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Design for recognition rather than recall – default values.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Design for short-term memory.

2 significant issues

c) Feedback within reasonable time.

3 minor concerns

d) Support for a strong sense of structure and place

4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

9

D

Is the site user-centred?

D2

Does it match language with target client group needs?
Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Speak the users' language

1 serious usability flaws

b) Avoid information that is irrelevant or rarely needed

2 significant issues

c) Text should be concise - ‘say more with less’.

9

3 minor concerns

e) Effective headings / sections text structure

4 generally usable

f) Lists should be presented as vertical columns

5 exemplar for usability

g) Fonts and font sizes

E

Enable easy navigation

E1

Does it make navigation efficient and effective?

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

a) Navigation should be both effective and efficient.

1 serious usability flaws

b) Textual context informative – graphic links usable

2 significant issues

c) Persistent link to home page and key pages

3 minor concerns

d) Number and positioning of links on page

4 generally usable

e) Consistency - links and page titles

5 exemplar for usability

f) Page length is an associated issue here

F

Support the user

F1

Does it Facilitate learning?

Tick

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Internet platform conventions

1 serious usability flaws

Internal consistency – including visual identity, use of text

2 significant issues

Support user control and freedom.

3 minor concerns

d) Support undo and redo

4 generally usable

9

5 exemplar for usability
F

Support the user

F2

Provide quality help and documentation

Tick

9

Grade

Overview of heuristic

0 usability catastrophe

Easy to search help system

1 serious usability flaws

focused on the user's tasks

2 significant issues

c) Provide some form of contextual help - links from the main sections into
specific help and vice versa.

3 minor concerns
4 generally usable
5 exemplar for usability

4. Conclusions of Hueristic Evaluation
Blogger is generally very usable and useful to users with very good usability.

•

4.2 average.

•

One third of the areas of Blogger’s usability scored 4.

•

5 out of 12 areas of Blogger’s usability scored 5 – exemplar usability: design a
simple state space; visible system status; matches language with target user
group needs; facilitates learning and effective error management was the most
successful element of Blogger.

•

Only 3 areas of Blogger’s interface showed minor concern about usability – giving
users control and freedom, help, and navigation.

•

No main areas with significant issues, but the most significant were the poor utility
of linking functionality and poor utility and features for managing blog
performance and stats.

•

No areas with serious usability flaws or catastrophes.

The ‘Area for Improvement’ highlighted within this evaluation indicate how this could
be improved and are recommendations for further redesign.
Kathy Cook
15th May 2010
Kathycook73@hotmail.co.uk

